Note to reviewer – this is the text in support
of the opposing page with graphics and text

1.

Welcome to Profile Development
Associates

2.

We are a Career/Life Planning Organization
that has created a self paced with coaching
Career Transition Process.

3.

This is our 3rd edition and includes new
content in all 3 areas of Career Transitions.

4.

Your ability to manage Career Transitions
doesn’t have an expiration date! Career
Transitions go in cycles.

5.

The PURPOSE of this self paced with
Coaching Titled WALKABOUT focuses on 3
Career Transitions. Each Career Transition
provides a compass and a map to navigate
each of these 3 Career Transitions
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Web site - Walk-about.us

to retirement

Transition to Retirement

Transition to new Work
Transition from
College to work

Principal Consultant:
Gregory D. Gill PhD.
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6. The Purpose of the Walkabout as a Career
Transition Guide is to assist you in navigating
your interests and aspirations that guide you
towards your purpose. Simultaneously you will
plan to learn better and in return learn to plan
more efficiently and effectively for your Career
Transition
7. There are 4 OUTCOMES that this Self Guide
with coaching is intended to achieve.

•

Enable individuals to direct & achieve your
PURPOSE in one of these 3 options that fit
your situation

retirement
Transition
to Retirement

•

Learn a self paced Career Transition Process
that is repeatable in closing the GAP
between where you are currently to a future
Career.

Transition to new Work

•

Identify “GAPS” between where you are
today and your DESIRED OUTCOMES that
fulfill your PURPOSE and encompasses your
Career aspirations

•

Define and execute clear pragmatic
steps/activities to progress towards your
CAREER PURPOSE.
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Transition from College
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Your navigation tools include:
A Compass – A compass is used to point you
in the correct direction. This set of tools is
described in the self-paced guide
WALKABOUT to gather the information (past
& future – desired outcomes & purpose) to
lead you through the Career Transition.

In a Walkabout, your PURPOSE is your compass.
But what’s a compass without a map?
Your DESIRED OUTCOMES are your trail map.
Using the two together, you become the
PATHFINDER of your life

A Map – This journey will guide you through
a 4-5 week process (learning to plan about
how to make a sustainable Career Transition)
with check-in points along the way to modify
and confirm your path (planning to learn
from the RESULTS of your plan and actions) .
In The WALKABOUT the materials you need
are laid out through your journey. Coaching
may be required if desired.

Your 4 life Roles – Job/work, family, citizen
and leisure time are 4 ingredients that are
offered to identify interrelationships and “fit”
your transition. We start by identifying which
of these 4 are necessary to achieve your
PURPOSE and OUTCOMES.
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In a Walkabout, your PURPOSE is your compass.
But what’s a compass without a map?
Your DESIRED OUTCOMES are your trail map.
Using the two together, you become the
PATHFINDER of your life.
As an integral part of this self paced design is a high
level process map. This process map indicates
throughout the WALKABOUT Guide where you are
and what are the next steps to achieve your Career
Transition.
• Define the Current State via the 4 life roles
• Next step first pass on your PURPOSE
• Then articulate the Future State
– what would you be doing IF you achieved
your purpose?
- How would you know it and what would be
happening?
* Learning to plan and * Planning to learn
You become the Pathfinder for your
Career Transition.
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Bridging the GAP between the to achieve your
Career Transition
Current State
Future State
GAP
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Bridging the GAP between the
A. Desired Outcomes and B. Current State
to achieve your Career Transition

Carry over from previous page
To Bridge the GAP
you use your

What do I want to change?
What do I want to change to?

Compass = Purpose
your
Trail Map = the Process Map to guide you on
your Career Transition.
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How do I make that change?
How will I know that I’ve arrived?
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Experience counts
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How do I know the Walkabout
works?
• I’ve used the Walkabout
thousands of times over 40
years. I used it myself to earn a
Ph.D. before age 30, to be
awarded W.K. Kellogg fellowship,
and to retire with sufficient
income to live my purpose. I
taught the Walkabout process
with hundreds of college
students heading out into their
futures. I’ve used it successfully
with mid-career professionals
and people planning for
retirement. It works for diverse
populations of wildly different
ages because it is both
methodical and fluid.
Walkabouts serve every kind of
career and life transition!
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What Walkabout is and where it came from?
•

What WALKABOUT is and where it came
from.

Read text on opposing slide
Our web site Walk-about.us is a resource for
you with related materials for your review.
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Walkabout is an Australian aborigine term for a
transition from youth to adulthood. This transition
occurs around age 14 in a prolonged and dangerous
journey into the wilderness, which gives youth an
experience of life or death. The initiation gives
immediacy to the aborigines’ tribal education. The
experience itself makes young people better
prepared for the future.

• Want another way to think about your
Walkabout? Here’s 15!
•

Walkabout is the...

•

Support and focus to build your skills to define your
purpose

•

Process of becoming

•

Ability to look to the future

•

Exploration of your aspirations

•

Awareness of your vocation

•

Step-by-step process as a career pathfinder

•

Method of “getting your act together”

•

Process of self-awareness

•

Method for growth as a “total person.”

•

Paradigm for change in career development

•

Proactive approach to planning

•

Process that allows individuals to produce results

•

Process for being free for something

•

Process that requires you to act to make a difference

•

Evaluation of commitment of personal growth

Walk-about.us
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Closing

•

I’m Greg Gill, creator of the Walkabout Guide.

I’m Greg Gill

•

When people are at a transition in their life or career, their biggest
fear is that they’re at a dead end.

•

•

I saw this when I was a tenured professor at the University of
New Hampshire. I met athletes who’d suffered career-ending
injuries and couldn’t imagine what to do next.

I saw this when I coached mid-career managers who wanted
more for their careers, but could not imagine how to get to
the next level.
And I saw this fear in myself...

• But here’s the truth.
•

This is exactly the time to grow. You are ready for so much more.

•

And what every Walkabout needs is a guide.

•

Drawing on 40+ years of professional and personal experience, I
created the definitive Walkabout Guide to help college graduates,
mid-career professionals, and soon-to-be-retirees chart their own
successful Walkabouts.

•

As a young man trying to figure out how to earn (and fund) a
PhD before age 30, move across the country, and cover a
mortgage.

Web site Walk-about.us
Cell 603-748-4933

•

As a mid-career professional and a late-career professional
seeking to create my ideal opportunities in quality control and
change processes (in five different high-level industries).

Exit- BUT HERE IS THE TRUTH

• And as a man on the cusp of retirement, deeply unsure if I had
the financial resources to provide for my family and live the life
I dreamed of.

-
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If you’re just graduating from college, and you’re not sure
what comes next…
If you’re in the middle of your career and know it’s time
to pivot…
If you’re headed fast for retirement (and you’re not sure
where you’re going to land)...Then you’re in the right place.
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